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As an early years leader, one important part of your

role is to capture and nurture those enquiries. If you

have been working through the marketing resources ,

your phone and emails should be non stop with parent

enquiries.  But how do you make sure you turn an

enquiry into a booking? 

By making that initial enquiry, parents are showing

interest in your setting. Your next job is to sell your

setting, show off your environments and demonstrate

why your setting is the best there is for this family. 

In this toolkit, we will work through the complete

process from that first enquiry to  booking a place at

your setting.  Are you ready? ......
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 Know your stuff. There are generic questions that most families

will want to know, fees, opening times, curriculum etc

Know your elevator pitch and Unique Selling Points, what makes

you stand out from other settings? 

Know your staff, who is qualified and to what levels, what length or

service do they have and what additional training do they hold? 

Know your Key Policies - safeguarding, nutrition, toilet training,

collections and drop offs

Be able to talk about your setting ethos, vision and any pedagogy

you follow

Understand the terms and conditions, fee, funding entitlements

and settling in procedures

Get Ahead of The Game!

Being prepared for each new enquiry is essential, and its important to

lead by example here. Your team need to be prepared too, this is

everyone's responsibility! 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

All members of the team should be clear on

these points and feel confident to talk to

prospective parents about these issues. 
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Take a good hard look at your entrance. If you were a new parent coming to

enquire what would your first impression of the setting be? Is it clean,

friendly and inviting? 

Answer the door in a friendly and welcoming manner, remembering your

safeguarding protocols. 

 Ask the parent their name and the name of their child and use these

throughout the conversation

Find out about their enquiry, what would they like to know, take their details

and make them feel welcome, using open body language

Be sure to log their details on the enquiry log

Find out what is important to the family, and ensure that you tailor your

information and setting tour to their needs.  A preschool parent probably

wont be overly interested in the baby room sleep routines 

 Be confident and passionate about your setting and minimise interruptions

Book them in at an appropriate time to come back to see the setting. 

See them out, telling them how much you are looking forward to them coming

back for a full tour, use the child's name and perhaps offer them marketing

materials to take away with them. 

Confirm the tour date and time by email later that day

Nurture those Enquiries!

Every enquiry will be unique; it might be a knock at the door, an email, or perhaps

a phone call. Your response should also be unique, helping the family to feel

special and that their individual needs are important to you.  

Enquiry in person: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Think about how you answer the phone. Are you rushed and in the

middle of the baby room with children engaged in a music session?

Or are you calm and background nose kept to a minimum? Make

sure you say the name of the setting and your name, introducing

yourself and your role in the setting. 

 Ask the parent their name and the name of their child and use

these throughout the conversation

Find out about their enquiry, what would they like to know, take

their details and make them feel welcome, using open questions

Be sure to log their details on the enquiry log

Find out what is important to the family, and ensure that you tailor

your information and setting tour to their needs.  A preschool

parent probably wont be overly interested in the baby room sleep

routines 

 Be confident and passionate. This is your setting and you should

demonstrate confident leadership. Be confident and engaging

throughout your conversation

Book them in at an appropriate time for a tour of your setting. 

Finish the call, telling them how much you are looking forward to k

to them coming  for a full tour, of the setting and confirm the

booking by email later that day. 

Enquiry over the phone:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Respond to the enquiry ideally within 24 hours or receipt.  

Respond with a friendly but professional tone

Find out about their needs if they haven't made it clear, either call

or email back with your questions to understand their enquiry fully.  

Find out what is important to the family, and ensure that you tailor

your information and setting tour to their needs.  

Send them the appropriate information and marketing materials,

suggesting a time and day for a tour of the setting. 

 Be confident and passionate. This is your setting and you should

demonstrate confident leadership. tell them the wonderful things

about your setting and why you are unique

 Confirm any arrangements with a follow up email, expressing that

you are looking forward to meeting them and their child. 

Enquiry by email 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Date
Family 
name & 
Contact
Details

Child's
name & 

DOB

Days and
sessions
required

Potential
start date

How they
heard

about the
setting

Setting
tour date

Date
added to
system

Logging Enquiries

Contact details. Take an email, phone number and home

address so that you can make contact with  the family

How they heard about your setting. We have done lots of

work around marketing your setting, so find out which

marketing activities are working for you and do more of

those. 

We all know how busy  nursery life can be and enquiries can

come through at any given time. If you have a software

programme such as Blossom or Famly, you may use this to log

al your enquiries. However, in reality you are not always by the

computer and having a written log to make notes when an

enquiry comes in is essential.  

There are two columns which are of vital importance: 

1.

2.
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The day before the tour, give the family a call to remind them of the booking

and let them know that you are looking forward to seeing them. 

On the day of the tour, ensure all staff know there will be a tour that day, and

brief the team in the room where the child is most likely to start. Make sure

all staff know the names of the children that will be coming that day so that

they can greet them and introduce themselves. 

Create a memorable moment for the family during the visit, this  might be

having the child’s favourite activity set up in the room they will be based in, or

having the childs favourite book ready to show them Perhaps the child's name

will be on a welcome board in the entrance?

Ensure the visit meets the needs of the parents, for example if they are

concerned about their child's sleeping routines, show them your sleep room

and discuss how their child's needs will be met. 

Introduce the parents to your senior team so they have a familiar face and

point of contact when you're not there

Encourage the room leader of each room to showcase their room and chat

with the parent & child

The Tour of Your Setting

Showing prospective parents around your setting should be a proud and

confident showcase of your hard work. This is where you can really demonstrate

how great your setting is, how wonderful the environments are and the magical

skills of your staff team. 

Having nurtured the enquiry, you will already have an understanding of the needs

of the family, the child's like and dislikes and can tailor the tour to show the

family how you can meet their requirements. 
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Ensure practitioners encourage the child to join in with activities on

offer.  

Make sure you are organised with the relevant paperwork so parents

aren't delayed whilst you find what you need

As you go around your setting talk about your USP's and what makes

you the best setting for their child

Introduce staff as you enter the room, explaining their role m

qualifications and any additional information such as length of

service or specialisms– staff should acknowledge the parent and

child

Once the tour is complete, take the family into the office and

arrange a drink and a biscuit. 

This is the time to find out any concerns the parents may have, any

barriers and find the solutions with the parents

Explain the terms and conditions, the booking procedure, settling in

procedure and talk them through your sign up processes and

procedures

Don't be afraid to discuss fees and don't be apologetic. Your fees are

set to reflect the professionalism of the service you offer.  Discuss

how fees are to be paid and how any funding entitlement works
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Invite them to open days, special celebrations or stay and plays 

Email them regularly with dates for their diary, special offers,

newsletters etc.

Send their child a birthday card or Christmas card

Follow up all parents weekly unless the parent is pregnant and/or wants

to be contacted at a later date

Initially follow up with telephone calls  maintain the relationship and

build trust so that when they are ready to book they will remember you

If the parent chooses another setting, or decides not to chose your

setting, find out why and use this information to improve your service

Follow Up

Not every parent will want to book a place there and then. Thy may wish to

discuss with a partner or have some time to think about it. Always follow

these parents up:

•
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For more support with your early years leadership journey,  visit our website
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Your Roadmap to Success

Preparation is
key, know your

stuff

Have confidence
in your team and

yourself
Log every

enquiry and take
full contact

details

Be engaged
and interested
in the family

Find out the
challenges

faced by the
family

Ensure staff
engage with

the family and  
in the tour

Create a
memorable

moment

Find solutions to
pain points

Discuss terms
and conditions

If no sign up,
remain in touch

and invite to
events

If no sign up,
remain in touch

and invite to
events

Reflect on
feedback to

improve service

Inform staff of
the tour and
make sure
rooms are
engaging


